
Oil

Thursday, the uptrend continued on the crude oil market, where the Brent front month contract is heading back above 100 USD/bbl, 
after dropping below earlier this summer due to increased production from OPEC and fears of reduced demand. Now, focus has turned 
to demand growth, with the International Energy Agency, IEA, expecting it to rise due to gas-to-oil switching. The Brent front month 
contract closed at 99,60 USD/bbl and will test 100 USD/bbl today. 

Gas
Prices continued to rise on the European gas market yesterday. The Nord Stream 1 pipeline is still operating on very reduced capacity, 
and the market appears more and more convinced, that it will not return to full strength or that supply will possibly cease completely. 
This causes further concerns about winter supply, and the market prices in further uncertainty. 

Coal
European coal prices edged down in Thursday’s trading. Stock levels at the big European coal terminals are actually quite high, but a 
warm summer has resulted in low river levels across Central Europe, which means that it is difficult to ship the coal to the plants inland. 
The API 2 2023 contract ended up falling modestly to 261,00 USD/t and 

Carbon
European carbon prices rose further Thursday, where the benchmark contract climbed another 1,63 EUR/t and closed at 87,55 EUR/t. 
Carbon appears to be following along with other markets such as gas and equities, as there are no major news from the carbon market 
itself to cause any noticeable fluctuations at the moment. We expect this to remain the case in the coming time as well. 

Hydro
Ahead of the weekend, there are no noticeable changes to yesterday’s Nordic weather outlook. Today, the forecasts still suggest warm 
and dry weather during the remainder of this week, followed by cooler and wetter conditions during next week. The outlook should not 
be able to cause any big fluctuations on the Nordic power market today.

Germany

German power prices climbed along with gas yesterday, with the country’s 2023 contract extending the record highs further and closing 
the day at 455 EUR/MWh. As long as the gas market continues its long-lasting rally, the German power market is set to follow suit, and 
the development of course also impacts EPAD’s in the southern part of the Nordic area. Early Friday, we see a calmer development with 
sideways trading as the gas market also appears to consolidate.

Equities

In wake of a more positive than awaited outcome of the US inflation report, the European stock markets also opened bullishly yester-
day, but the market lost some of the momentum during the day. General concerns about the global economy limit risk appetite and 
the Stoxx600 Index closed the day more or less where it started. The US markets traded sideways later in the day as well, and the first 
signals early Friday are neutral as well. 

Conclusion

Nordic power prices rose for a second straight session Thursday, and the market has now won back almost all the losses from earlier 
this week. This despite weather forecasts indicating precipitation amounts to increase and temperatures to fall from early next week. 
Rising gas and record-high German power prices weighed heavier and caused the Nordic market to trade up as well. Friday, we see a 
neutral opening, but if gas and German power returns to the uptrend from the previous day, the Nordic market will also be ready to 
trade further up.
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10-aug 335,08 335,08 132,48 258,41 132,17 263,09 95,77 September 403,13 403,25 170,90 273,00 231,50 235,00 163,00

11-aug 368,15 368,15 104,26 282,70 104,26 257,94 79,14 Q4-22 471,23 470,25 255,70 359,00 308,50 326,00 251,00

12-aug 436,80 436,80 252,72 431,36 252,72 279,54 208,38 2023 357,00 363,25 168,00 272,00 186,00 212,00 160,00


